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NEW QUESTION: 1
An administrator took Media Server, mediaA, offline for
maintenance and set up a new
Media Server, mediaB, with access to the previously backed up
data. When restores are performed for data that was backed up
by mediaA, the restores fail.

Which setting in the Host Properties must the administrator
modify to allow successful restores?
A. From the Master Server, run the bpimage command to change
the name of the Media
Server from mediaA to mediaB.
B. Verify both Media Servers are set up in the Master Server
Host Properties &gt; Restore
Failover section.
C. Verify both Media Servers are set up in the Media Server
Host Properties &gt; Restore
Failover section.
D. In the BAR GUI, change the "Server to use for backup and
restores" setting to MediaB.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When deploying Local Web Authentication on a Cisco WLC, you can
authenticate users externally via RADIUS. Which two
authentication methods are supported by the Cisco WLC to
authenticate guest users to a RADIUS server? (Choose two.)
A. CHAP
B. EAP-FAST
C. PEAP MS-CHAPv2
D. LEAP
E. MD5-CHAP
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which protocol proposes IETF as the viable successor to NAT-PT?
A. 64NAT-PT
B. NAT-PT64
C. NAT64
D. 64 NAT
Answer: C
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